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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the generalized LiCnard system 
i- = /l(J) -F(s) 
p= -g(x), 
(1) 
where F, g, and h satisfy assumptions to be listed below. Under those 
assumptions we prove the existence of one or several limit cycles. Our 
assumptions are, e.g., satisfied by the systems 
1 = ~3 - a sin .Y 




when a # 0, F(x) =x5 - p-u3 + VS, and p 3 2.32~“‘, but also satisfied by the 
van der Pol system. 
The system (2) has been studied by several authors [ 1,2,6], but most 
notably by Zhang Zhifen [7]. Her theorem implies that (2) has exactly n 
limit cycles in the strip 1.~1 < (n + 1)lr. The system (3) was considered by 
Rychkov [4, 51, who proved that (3) has exactly 2 limit cycles when 
p > 2.5 and v = 1. 
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2. ASSUMPTIONS 
For reference purposes we list over assumptions below. Some will be 
used throughout and some will not. 
We shall always assume that F, g, h E C(R), and also 
(Fl ) There is a positive number a, such that F does not change sign 
on [O. a,] and is not identically zero there. but F(0) = F(a,) =O, 
(gl) g(s)>0 for .u>O, 
( h 1 ) 11 is strictly increasing and odd, i.e., h( -.Y) = -h(s) for all 
I E R, and 
(hF) h(R) I F(R). 
We shall often require that F oscillates to some degree: Let I= [a, c] 
and J= [c,h] where O<a<c<b. 
(82) ~5: I+ J is weakly increasing, absolutely continuous, and 
g(&x)) 4’(x) 3 g(x) for a.e. .Y E I. 
(F2) With a function 4 satisfying (g2) we have sgn F(&x))= 
-sgn F(x), sgn F( -d(x))= -sgn F( -.u), IF(&.u))l 2 IF(s and IF( -b(x))1 
2 IF( -.x-)1 for all .Y E I. 
Furthermore, F does not change sign on J nor on -J (relevant only 
when &I) # J). 
(The part of (F2) dealing with F(x) for s > 0 will be referred to in the 
sequel as (F2 + ).) 
In some of the proofs we use a stronger one-sided version of (F2): 
(F3) With a function 4 satisfying (g2) with #(I) =J we have 
F(c$(x)) = -F(x) for all XE I. 
For completeness we mention also here that F and g in the Theorem will 
be assumed odd on some symmetric interval. 
3. RESULTS 
THEOREM. Assunze that the sJ,stem (1) sati$e.es (Fl), (gl), (/I l), and 
(W 
Let O=a,<a,<az< ... <a,, brhere q 3 2, and assume that (F2) is 
satisfied on each of the intervals Ii = [ai-, , ai], 1 d id q - 1, with some 4, 
satisfving (g2) and with Ji= [ai, ai+ ,I. Finally assume that F is odd on 
C-ay-Lr%-I ] and that g is odd on [ -ay, a,,]. 
Then the system (1 j has for each i with I < i < q - 1 at least one limit 
cycle passing through the open interval (a,, d,(a,)) (~(a,, a,,,)) on the 
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x-axis. There are no closed orbits passing through the interval [di(ai), ai+ ,] 
for l<iQq-Zandnonefori=q-1 either,~fFisoddonaNqf[-a,,a,]. 
We postpone the proof to make some remarks, state some corollaries. 
and give some examples. 
Remarks. (1) The limit cycles are contained in the region 
G(s) + H(J~) > G(a, ), where G and H are defined by 
G(x)=j‘g(s)ds and H(y)=j.‘h(s)ds. (4) 
0 0 
(2) If F> 0 on [0, a,] then the origin is stable. If F is not identically 
zero in any neighborhood of 0 then the origin is asymptotically stable. 
(3) If F>O on [0, a,] and i is even (odd) then there is through 
(ai, d,(a;)) a limit cycle that is (un)stable from the inside and one (possibly 
the same) that is (un)stable from the outside. 
(4) If the assumptions of the Theorem are satisfied for the system (1) 
then they are also satisfied when in (l), F(x) is replaced by p(F(s)), 
provided that p is an odd, weakly increasing continuous function such that 
p” F is not identically zero on [0, a,] and such that h(R) 1 p(F(R)). 
Our first corollary applies to the systems considered by Zhang Zhifen 
[7] and therefore in particular to (2). 
COROLLARY 1. Assume that the system ( 1) satisfies (F 1 ), (g 1 ), (A 1). 
and (hF). Assume that F(x) = A(x) F,(x) f or all x E R rrhere A, F, E C(R), A 
is even, F, is odd, A is bcseakly increasing for I 2 0 ,ilith A(0) 2 0, and F, is 
periodic IvitA period 2a, and satisfies F,(.Y++,)= -F,(x) for all XER. 
Assume final&* that g is odd and satisfies g(.u + a ,) 3 g(x) for all .Y b 0. 
Then the s>‘stem (1) has for each n > 1 at least one limit cJ,cle passing 
through the open interval (na, , (n + 1) a, ) on the x-axis. 
ProoJ: It is easily verified that the assumptions of the Theorem are 
satisfied when we take a,, = na, for n 2 0 and 4,Js) = a, + .Y for all n 3 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose the assumptions ?f Corollary 1 are satisfied and 
that g(x) = x for all .Y E R. Suppose further that F, is monotone on [0, a,/2]. 
Then the system (1) has for each n 2 1 at least one limit cycle passing 
through the open interval (na, , na ,( 1 + 2/n) ’ “) on the x-axis and has no 
closed orbits through [na[( 1 +2/n)‘:‘, (n + 1) aLI. 
Proqf: With a,, = na, for n 2 0 and &,,(.Y) = a, + .Y for x E [a, ~, , a,! - a,/21 
and 4,,(x) = (.I-’ + 2naf)‘,’ for s E [a,, - aJ2, a,,], we check that the 
assumptions of the Theorem are satisfied. It is easily seen that q5,, satisfies 
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(82) on [a+, , Q,~] and that (F2) is satisfied on the first half of that 
interval. For the other half we use that it follows from the assumptions 
that IF,\ is decreasing on [a,, -a,/2, a,,] for all n. Since a,, -a,/2 d 
(.Y’ + 2naf)“‘- a, <x for all XE [a,, - aJ2, a,,] it follows that 
IF((.Y‘+2nay’)I =A((.Y’+2nay’) IF,((.Y2+2rza:)‘:‘-a,)l 
> .4(x) IF,(s)\ = IF(. 
The conclusion now follows from the Theorem since d,,(a,,) = 
na,( 1 +2/n)’ I. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that the svstem (1) satisfies the assumptions of 
the Theorem for some q >, 2. Suppose further thut F and g are odd on all of 
R and that F does not change sign on (ay ~, , ‘3~ ). Then (1) has no closed 
orbits through the interoal [q5, ~ , ( ay ~ , ), CC ) on the x-auk 
Proof: The corollary is a direct consequence of the Theorem since ay 
may be taken arbitrarily large. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. The system (2) has (at least) one limit cycle through each 
of the intervals (mr, nn( 1 + 2/n)“2) on the .x-axis (n > 1). Zhang Zhifen [7] 
also proved uniqueness. We get the same conclusion for the system 
.~=Jv-A(.u)sin.u, ?;= --.K 
if only A E C(R) is even, IA I is weakly increasing, for .Y > 0, and if .4 is not 
identically zero on [0, x]. The example A(s) = --.I-’ was considered in 
[6, pp. 96, 1601. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the van der Pol system 
.t = I’- &(X3 - afs), ,f = -.Y, 
where a, >O and E#O. 
Let &.u)=cI.Y+u, for .YE [0, a,], where we take ol= (5’,“- 1)/2. The 
assumptions of the Theorem are easily verified with q = 2. Thus there is (at 
least) one limit cycle through the interval (a,, (2 + 1) a,) on the -u-axis and 
by Corollary 3 there are no closed orbits through [(CY + 1) a,, ‘XI ). It is well 
known that the limit cycle is unique. The statement about the location 
of the limit cycle can be improved somewhat by considering a more 
complicated 4. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider the system (3), i.e., .t = .r - aF(x), p = -.Y, where 
F(x) =x5 - px3 + VX, p, v > 0, and a # 0. 
Rychkov [4, 51 showed that the system has exactly 2 limit cycles when 
p I=- 2.5 and 1’ = 1. We shall show that p > pco~j”’ suffices, where p0 = 1 -I- a + 
(1 +a)-’ and c( is the positive root of 2r3 + 3a’- 2a - 1 =O. thus 
p. = 2.3 178. 
Let a, and a, be the two positive zeros of F (a, <a,). Define dI 
and & by q5,(x)=xx+a, for s~[O,a,] and &(x)=j3(.y-aa,)+az for 
.YE [aI. a,], where /?>O will be picked later. For p b~~r’:~ we show that 
the assumptions of the Theorem are satisfied with q = 3 and a3 = q5Ja2). 
We conclude that the system has a limit cycle passing through the interval 
(a,, a,(1 + a)) on the s-axis and also one through (uz, u3). Uniqueness 
follows from a theorem by Rychkov [S]. 
We first consider 4,. The assumption (g2) is easily verified. We let 
P(X) = -(F(x) + F(c$,(s)))I’x, a polynomial of degree 4. We require 
P(0) > 0 and P(a, ) 3 0. Those inequalities are satisfied if ,LL 2 ~cOr ‘. For 
such values of ~1 we have P’(0) 2 0. Since we also have P”‘(s) <O for all 
x 3 0, it follows that P(X) 3 0 for all .Y E [O. a,]. Thus (F2) is satisfied on 
co, a, I. 
Next we consider 4:. The requirement (g2) is satisfied when b is not less 
than $(-1 +(5-4~~~~~“)“~)j(l-u~~~~‘~~). Let fi have that value. Let 
Q(X) = (F(x) + F(q3z(x)))/(.~ - a,), again a polynomial of degree 4. This 
time we see that Q(a,) 20, Q’(u,)>O, and Q”(a,) 30. Since also 
Q”‘(X) > 0 for all I E [a,, a23 it follows that Q(.Y) 2 0 for all x E [a,, a?], so 
that (F2) is satisfied on [a,, uz]. 
A classical perturbation method (see [2]) applied to this example shows 
the existence of two closed orbits when p > 2( 101*)“‘/3 = 2.108~’ and when 
a is sufhciently small. The assumption (F2) in the Theorem implies that the 
maximum of IFI on [a,, a.,] is not less than it is on [O, a,], thus we could 
not expect any better than p 3 (5~)“~ Y 2.236~’ ‘. See also Section 6 for a 
remark about large perturbations, i.e., large values of a. 
5. THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We first prove a lemma which essentially says that the orbits of ( 1) spiral 
around the origin. 
LEMMA 1. Assume (g I), (h 1 ), (hF), and that F( 0) = 0. Let x0 > 0 and 
h(y,) < F(x,). Then theforward orbit from (x0. j,0) either lies entirely in the 
right half-plane and approaches the origin us t -+ + ~2, or it meets the y-axis 
the first time at some point (0, -B) with /3 > 0 and does not intersect the 
curt’e h(y) = F(x) in between. Simiiurl~~, if x0 > 0 and h( ~9~) >, F(.u,) then the 
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hackbvard orbit .from (x,, Jam) either lies entirely in the right haljlplane and 
approaches the origin as t -+ -CC, or it meets the J.-axis at some point (0, a) 
,vith x > 0, Cthout intersecting the curve h( ~1) = F(s) in bemeen. 
Proof: We prove the first assertion in which h( Il0) < F(x,). Clearly the 
orbit cannot meet the curve h(y) = F(x) as long as s 2 0. Suppose the 
forward orbit lies entirely in the right half-plane. but that it does not 
approach the origin as t -+ +x8. Then it would be the graph of an 
increasing function .Y = X( J,) defined on ( - ‘x, ~~1, and .u( ~9) would tend to 
some s,>O as J’-+ -‘x. If A( -#XI)> --;YI# then h( --x,)&h(R) and there- 
fore by (hF) we have c = F(s,) - A( - ,X ) > 0. If g,,, denotes the maximum 
of g on [0, .yO]. then we find ds/dy= (F(.u)- h(y))/g(.y)> (c/2) g,,,>O for 
1~91 sufficiently large. We have a similar result if /I( - 3~’ ) = -x8. Thus we 
cannot have .u(J,) -+ .Y, as ~9 -+ -x8, which is a contradiction. 
Now we present the key lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Assunze (Fl ) ItYth F>, 0 on [0, a,], (gl), (Al), (hF), and 
(F2+) on [0, a,]. Let u and II’ satisjjv /2(14)> F(a,)>h(#s) and 111’1 2 1241. Let 
;’ + be the backLc,ard orbit frown (a?, u) to its.first crossing bvith the J*-a.uis at 
(0, a). Let 7 be the .for\\‘ard orbit .fronl (a?, ~1) to its first crossing lvith the 
J,-a.ui.7 at (0, -/zl). 
Then 1ve have 0 < c( < j?. 
Prooj We first prove the lemma when (F3) is satisfied in place of 
(F2 + ). We do this indirectly. Thus suppose CI 3 /I. 
Let y=:‘+ +yP and let V(s, >+)=G(s)+ Ho’), where G and H are 
defined in (4). Then 
p= (d/dt) V(.u(t,, y(t)) = -g(s) F(s) (5) 
and with j;+ p=jy+ pdt (t, ~0, x(t+)=O) and jYm ti-=j& i’dt (t_ >O, 
x(r -)=O) we find 
J;, vi_ ;+ p+ j.. V= V(a?, u)- V(0, a) + V(0, -/I) - C’(a,, W) I- 
where we have used that 1~41 < 1~31 and that c( > /?. However, we shall use (5) 
and the supposition CI BB to show that f; p>O, whereby we have a 
contradiction. Thus necessarily x < 8. 
Let s+ and 7 _ be given by J* = J+(S) and ~3 = J’ (.u), respectively, 
.Y c [0, a>]. 
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We have 
In the estimate below the contributions from the arcs AB and ED (see 
Fig. 1) are combined and so are the contributions from BC and FE. Thus 
we find 
-g(x) F(x) A&.~)) F(w-)) d’(-u) 
~(J.+(.Y))-F(x)+h(y_Q(x)))-F($(x)) 
+ -s(6(-u)) F(4Cv)) 4’(-~1 g(-u) F(-u) 
h(.v, (d(.~)))- F(&.\-1) +N.I+))- F(s) 
d?c 
“U, 
3 J g(.u) F(-u)(( -N.L(~(+x))) + F(d(s)))-’ o 
+ 1^“’ g(x) F(s)((h(?,+(~(s)))- F(&u)))-’ 
-0 
- (-h(ym-lx))+ F(x))-‘) d.\-. 
(0,-B) 
FIG. I. This illustrates the case when (F3) is assumed. 
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In this estimate we have used the weaker assumption (F2 + ) only. If, 
however, we assume (F3) (as we have temporarily done) then it suffices to 
prove the inequality 
-J-(d(-K))<.v+(-K, for all .Y E [0, a,] (6) 
and the sharp inequality 
.r+(&-u), < -y-(-u) for all .YE [0, a,]. (7) 
The inequality (6) is satisfied for x = 0 since -~‘~(a,) < -y-(O) = /I < r = 
,r+(O). We now show that if (6) is satisfied for some .YE [0, a,] then (cl:&) 
( -J’-(&x))) < (d/d.\-) J‘+(S). This will prove (6). 
We find by using (F2+ ) 
Next we consider (7). We have for .Y E [0, a,] 
where the inequality y + (a,) < 1~‘~ (a,)1 follows from the fact that V by (5) 
is (weakly) increasing along any orbit in the strip .Y E [a,, a,] (but V is not 
a constant). Thus we get by going from B to C along y + that G(a,) + 
H(~‘+(ur))<G(u,)+ H(u). Going from D to E along 1’ we find 
that G(a,) + H(,r)< G(a,)+ H(yP(a,)). Since IuI < 11~1 we find that 
H(J>+(u,))< H(.K(u,)), SO ~‘+(a,)< I,K(u,)~. This proves the lemma 
when (F3) is assumed in place of (F2 + j. 
TO complete the proof of Lemma 2 we state a simple comparison lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Consider the q,stem (1) Lvhere F, g. und h sutisJv the ussurnp- 
tions (g 1 ), (h 1 ), and (hF). Consider also the system 
-t=h(y-F*(x), j = -g(x), (8) 
where F* E C(R), F*(R)xh(R), and for some b>O, F*(x)>F(.y) -for 
.YE [O,b]. Let u und U* sutisL)v h(u*)>F*(b) and h(u*)ah(~)>F(bj. Let 
the buckwurd orbits through (b, u) and (b, u* ) for the systenzs ( 1) ami (8 ) be 
given respectizlelJv by y = J’+(X) und ~1 = y*, (,u) for .Y E [O, h]. T)zen hi1.e hare 
.Y+Ol d y*,(l-) .for s E [0, b]. (9) 
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Similarly, ifF*(b)~h(w*)~h(w~) and F(b)>,h(w,), and $y=~~~(x) and 
I’ = y?(x) are the forward orbits through (b, ~3) and (b, IV*), then 
.r-(.U)<)‘P(.Ku) ,for SE [O. b]. (10) 
Before proving Lemma 3 we complete the proof of Lemma 2. Thus 
suppose F satisfies the original assumptions of Lemma 2, but suppose first 
that &a,) = a,. Let F*(x) = F(s) for SE [0, a,] and F*(&.u)) = -F(s) for 
.YE [0, a,]. Then F* satisfies (F3) so that J,:(O)< -J,*(O). Apply 
Lemma 3 with U* = u>k’(F*(al))=O and II’* = )v< h -‘(F(u?)). (Clearly 
it suffices to consider zl> 0. ) 
Thus we find 
)~+(o)<)9*,(o)< -y’(O)< -y-(O). 
This proves Lemma 2 when 4 is onto [a,, az]. If &a,) <a, then we use 
that V is increasing along any orbit in the strip [&a,), a,]. Thus 
and so we have that ~‘+(&a,))< -,~($(a,)) from which we conclude by 
the results above that J’+(O) < -J’-(O). This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Suppose (9) were not satisfied for all XE [0, b]. Let 
.u,~[O,b)beanypoint for whichy+(x,)>y*,(x,).Then we haveats-.x, 
that 




It follows that y + (x) > J’*,(X) for all x 3 x, contradicting )9+(b) = u d u* = 
C(b). 
The argument for (10) is precisely the same. 
Our final lemma paves the way for the proof of the Theorem. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that rhe s?lstem ( 1) satkfies (Fl ), (gl ), (Ill), and 
(hF). Suppose O=a,<a, <a,< ... <a,, nhere q 3 2. .4ssume that (F2 + ) 
is satisfied on each of the intervals I, = [a, , , tl,], 1 < id q - 1, with some 4, 
satisflqing (g2) with Ji= [a,, a;,, 1. Suppose further that FaO on [O, a,]. 
Let 2 <n <q and let y,, be the orbit through ia,,, fr- ‘(F(a,))). (When 
n < q - 1, this is just (a,,, 0). ) Let its first crossings with the >I-a.uis (forward 
and back#,ard in time) be at (0, -/I,*) and (0, a,,), respectillely. Then we hare 
0 < z,, < /I,, if n is even, and 0 < fl,, < x,, !f n i.y odd. 
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ProoJ: First suppose that n is even. Make the change of variables 
<=.~-a,,~~ in (1). We find 
~=h(y-F(~+a,,~J, .t= -SC5 +u,,-2). (11) 
With F,(~)=F(~+u,,+~) and g,(<)=g(t+a,,P2) we see that g, satisfies 
(gl ), F, satisfies (Fl) on [0, a,,+, -a,, _ J with F, 3 0 there, g, satisfies 
(g2) with &O=d,1(5+u,,P2)-~,_Z mapping [O,u,,+-u,,-:] into 
Cat,-1 -a,,-23 u,, -a,, _ J, and with that function 4 we see that F, satisfies 
(F2 + ) on [0, a,, ~, - u,, J. Thus Lemma 2 applies to (1 I ) so we conclude 
that O<.r+(u,,+,)< -~~(a+,). 
If n 3 4 we may then (again after a change of variable) use Lemma 2 to 
conclude that 0 < j’+ (u,, 4) < -J’ (a,, P4). Continuing this way we find 
O<a,,=y+(O)< -.L(O)=/I,,. 
If n is odd we make the change of variables 5 = Y-U,. v] = -~a, and 
T= -t. By (1) we find 
4~(d/nT)5=h(rl)+F(r+rr,). rj=(d/a)rj= -g(<+u,). 
With F*(t)= -F(<+u,) and g*(<)=g({+u,) we see that g* satisfies 
(gl), F* satisfies (Fl) on [O,u,-a,] with F*30 there, g* satisfies 
(g2) with ~,*(<)=~i+,(~+u,)-u, mapping [a,--a,,~,+,--a,] into 
C”i+~-uL(,~ui+2 - a, ] for 1 < i < tz - 2, and with those functions 47 we see 
that F* satisfies (F2+ ). Thus the result just proven for II even can be 
applied. With an obvious definition of PI +(<) and ‘I (5) we conclude 
that O< -~~~(rr,)=~~+(O)< -rl (O)=j,+(u,). Since IV=G(x)+H(~~) is 
decreasing along the orbits of ( I) as long as .Y E [0, a,], we find 
Wz,,)= UO,%)3 vu,, ~~+(u,),=G(u,)+~(?~+(u,)) 
>G(a,)+Wy-(a,))= k-(u,, ~(a,)) 
3 G’(O, -B,,, = WP,,). 
Thus ci, > p,*. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. We can now prove the Theorem. 
Proof of’ the Theorem. It suffices to consider F>O on [0, u,]. Let 
V(s, 1’) = G(s) + H( ~9). Then V(s, ~9) > 0 for (s, ~9) # (0, 0). Since p= 
-g(x) F(x) < 0 for (x, ~9) E [--a,, a,] x R it follows that (0. 0) is a stable 
equilibrium point and that the region delined by 
V(x, ~9) d V(u,, 0) = G(u, 1, SE c-u,. a,] (12) 
is positively invariant. 
If F is not identically zero in any neighborhood of 0 then the set 
{(x9 ),)I Qs, J’)=O,.uE[-u,,u,], (.u, .r)#(O,O)j- 
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contains no complete positive semiorbit. A theorem by Krasovskii [3, 
p. 671 then applies and we conclude that (0,O) is asymptotically stable and 
its basin of attraction contains the region defined by (12). This proves the 
assertions made in Remarks l--2 after the Theorem. 
We shall now construct a sequence of annular regions which are 
alternately negatively and positively invariant. The Poincare-Bendixson 
Theorem will then give the existence of at least one limit cycle in each one 
of those regions and with the stability properties mentioned in Remark 3 
after the Theorem. 
We have somewhat weaker requirements on the intervals [a,- ,, aq] and 
C-U,, -uyp ,I, so first suppose 2 <q. Let yR2 be that part of the orbit 
through (a,, 0) which begins and ends on the j,-axis at points (0, a?) and 
(0, -/3,). By Lemma 4, ‘z2 < bz. Site ( --u(t). -.r(r)) also solves the system 
(1) we find that the orbit yLz starting at (0, -aI) crosses the Jl-axis the first 
time at (0, /I,). We let yL1 end there. Now let S, be the region whose inner 
boundary is given by L’(.Y, ~9) = G(u, ) and whose outer boundary is the 
closed curve composed of y.,, yL2, and the two intervals on the J-axis. 
[-/I,, -x?] and [a?, /??I. See Fig. 2. Then S, is negatively invariant. 
Suppose also 3 < ~7. Let jlR2 be that part of the orbit through (a,, 0) 
which begins and ends on the )*-axis at points (0, dam) and (0, -B3). By 
Lemma4, Y~>P~. Define yL3 as the orbit starting at (0, -cI~) and ending 
(y) =F(x) 
x 
FIG. 2. Only the outer boundary of S, is shown. 
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at (0, 8,). Let S, be the annular region whose inner boundary is the outer 
boundary of S, and whose outer boundary is the closed curve composed 
of i’R3. i’L.1, and the two intervals on the Is-axis, [ -aj. -f13] and [pj, a,]. 
Then Sz is positively invariant. 
In this way we can for 2 6 n < q construct an annular region S,, ~, that 
is negatively invariant if !I is even and positively invariant if n is odd. 
To construct S,-, we first notice that if F is odd on all of [ -uy, u,,] 
then we can let yRy be the orbit through (a,, iz-‘(F(a,))). Lemma 4 gives 
the appropriate inequality between cly and /I,. yLy is defined by symmetry 
as before. If F is odd on [ -ny-, , uyP r] only, then we shall compare F 
with a function F* which is odd on [-~,~,(~,~~),~~,~,(a~~,)] 
( = c -a(,. u,]). Let F*(x)=F(s) for .YE [-a,-,, N,,-,I, F*(b,- ,(.I-))= 
-F(.u), and F*( -c,h,-,(s))= -F( -.u) for .YE [a,-,, a(,- ,I. 
Then F* satisfies all the assumptions of the Theorem and is odd on 
c-q, a:], where u~*=~~~,(u~~,). Let y&, be the orbit (for (1) with F 
replaced by F*) through (a:, h~‘(F*(u,*))) and define N,*, a,*, and 72, as 
above. For the system (1) with the original F consider the orbits yRy and 
jlLy through (uI;“, h~‘(F(u:))) and (-u, *, h ‘( F( -a:))), respectively. Let 
(0, -b,) and (0, E,,) be the endpoints of :lRy. By Lemma 3 we find for q 
even that /I, > a,* and c(, < N,*. Thus the points (0, -/I,) and (0, zy) have 
moved down relative to (0, -/?,*) and (0, a:). For yLy the corresponding 
points move up. Thus we may define a negatively invariant region S,-, as 
before. When q is odd the inequalities are reversed and we can define a 
positively invariant region S, ~, . 
It remains to prove that there are no closed orbits through the interval 
[di(ui), a,, ,] on the -u-axis for 1 < i 6 q - 2 (and for i = q - 1 if F is odd on 
all of [ -a,, a,] ). Consider the interval I = [d,(u,,), a,, + , ] for tz d q - 1 (or 
tz < q). Let h E I. We apply Lemma 4 with the sequence 0 = u0 < a, < . . < 
u,, < h and conclude that the orbit through (6, h- ‘(F(b))) is not closed 
since a closed orbit would intersect the y-axis at symmetric points (0, a) 
and (0. -c(). For ndq-2 we have F(u,,+, j = 0 and the result above holds 
for all h E f, thus for all b E I it follows that the orbit through (b, 0) is not 
closed either. (For n = q - 1 we may either assume that uy has been chosen 
so that F(u,)=O or we have F(x)>0 (or 60) for all s>uyP,, in which 
case the conclusion also follows.) 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
6. A REMARK ABOUT LARGE PERTURBATIONS 
We remarked after Example 3 that (F2) implies that max IFI cannot 
decrease from one interval [ai, ui+ ,] to the next. We shall prove a result 
about the absence of limit cycles when this requirement is violated. 
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Consider the system ( 1) where F, g, h E C(R), and satisfy (h I), (hF), and 
also the following three requirements 
(i) .ug(,u)>O for s#O, 
(ii) there exist positive numbers a, and a’, such that F is non- 
negative on [0, a,] and non-positive on [ -a’, , 01, 
(iii) F is not identically zero in any neighborhood of 0. 
Let A be the maximum of F on [0, a,], let B be the maximum of -F 
on [-a’, , 01, and let a= min( A, B 1. Let G be defined as in (4). Then we 
have the following result. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that for some b > 0 se hate 
hK’(F(s)+b[2G(x)]“‘)d/ll(p)- [2G(x)]‘,‘/b (13) 
.for all XE [x,, 0] kvhere x,, < 0, and suppose that (x(t), y(t)) is a ma.+nal 
solution of (1) which starts at the point (s 0, !vO), tvhere h(yo) = F(.u,). Then 
(-u(t), y(t)) -+ (0, 0) as t--f +m. 
Proof: If x(t) remains negative then the solution tends to the origin as 
t + +icj (by Lemma 1). If not, then let (0, ~9,) be the first intersection with 
the J--axis. Then ~3, >O and the orbit between (x,, yO) and (0, y,) is the 
graph of a function y= Y(X), XYE [s,, 01. We show that A(,,,) </I. For 
that purpose let s, = sup{x~ [x,, 0] 1 h(y(s)) - F(x) < b[2G(,u)]‘~2}. Since 
J’, > 0 and F(0) = G(0) =0 we have X, ~0. For IE [x,, 0) we get the 
estimate dy/d.x = -g(x)(h(y) - F(.u))- ’ < -g(x)[(2G(x))‘,” b] -‘. Integra- 
tion from X, to 0 yields ~9, - ))(I, ) d [~G(.u, )] ‘, ‘lb, but we also have 
~~(.~,)~h~‘(F(x,)+b[2G(~~,)]L:‘)~!~~’(~)- [2G(x)]‘:‘/b by (13). Thus 
J’, <F’(p). 
Now consider the fate of the solution in the right half-plane from its new 
start at (0, ,i’,). Since 0 < h(y,)d/Id A the solution intersects the curve 
/Z(J) = F(x) while in the strip 0 <s < a, and therefore remains there for the 
length of its stay in the right half-plane. If it stays there forever, then it con- 
verges to the origin as t + +X (by Lemma 1). If not, then it crosses the 
negative ,t,-axis at some point (0, jqr). The function V(x, y) = G(x) + H( J*) 
is weakly decreasing along the orbit since by (5), li= -g(x) F(s) d 0. Thus 
H(~2)<H(~~,) so that by (hl), Il’zldl.,~h~‘(B)~Iz-‘(B). With the 
appropriate changes we can now repeat the argument and conclude that 
unless the solution remains in the left half-plane (in which case it tends to 
the origin as t + +a) it intersects the positive Jl-axis at some point (0, ~1~) 
with y3 < 1 tlrl d J’, . By the assumption (iii) we have J:~ < F,. 
The argument about the behavior of the solution from (0, ,v,) to (0, yj) 
depended on the inequality 0 < ~9 , </I only. Thus it follows that the 
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solution cannot approach a limit cycle and must consequently approach 
the origin as t + + xj. This completes the proof. 
Remark. When h(~!) = ~9 the requirement (13) simply reads F(s) d 
/I--2[2G(.u)]’ ’ for all .YE [.u,, 0] since 1 is the optimal choice for 6. 
EXAMPLE 3 (revisited). There are clearly no limit cycles for the system 
(3) when ,LL’ ~4~1 since then p= -sF(.u)<O for all .YE R so that the origin 
is globally asymptotically stable. Suppose then that p2 > 4~ and let b, and 
b, be the positive roots of F’(s) = 0. The requirement (13). i.e., aF(s) < 
a/? - 2 1.~1 for all x < 0 where F(.u) = .Y’ - p-u’ + 1’s and b = F(h, ), is satisfied 
for some a > 0 iff F( -b,) < F(b,). The latter inequality is satisfied iff 
p < (5)’ ’ z 2.236~’ ‘. By the Proposition we conclude that the system (3) 
does not have any limit cycles when 4~ <p’< 5~ and a aa, where 
ao= Z/F’(x) and SI is the negative root of the equation F(s) -sF’(.\-) - 
= 0. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(a The Theorem is an existence theorem only. It is desirable to add 
conditions to ensure that precisely one limit cycle passes through each 
interval [a,, a,+ 1] on the s-axis. 
(b) It follows from the assumption (g2) that G(a,,+,)+G(a,,p,)>, 
2G(a,*) for all n 2 1. The Theorem therefore does not apply to, e.g., 
the system .t = J’ + I’ sin .Y, j= -2.u( 1 +.u’)-‘. which is considered in 
C6, P. 961. 
(c) The proof of the Theorem relies strongly on F, g, and h being odd 
on some interval. 
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